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Press release

Rich hues for fall and every day of the year: Orion neomatik 41 date in olive gold and (not shown here) midnight blue.

Time for green and blue
Another opportunity to shine for the celebrated date caliber: Orion 
olive gold and midnight blue join the NOMOS Update series

GLASHÜTTE/BERLIN, OCTOBER 2018. Just this spring, NOMOS Glashütte released its iconic 
Tangente, Ludwig, and Orion models with an entirely new caliber and integrated date  
function—and so the Update series was born. One of those revised icons, Orion, is poised for 
another variation. Joining the white silver-plated dial are two new color versions: an  
elegant midnight blue and olive gold, a subtle shade of green with a touch of golden warmth. 
 As one of the brand’s earliest models, which formed the first family of NOMOS Glashütte 
watches in 1992, Orion can rightfully stake its claim as a classic timepiece. The model  
was long available exclusively with manual winding, since only a very thin movement could 
be housed in its elegantly domed stainless steel case. With the Update series, which 
introduced a new neomatik date caliber (DUW 6101), the still super-slender Orion grew  
to a diameter of 41 millimeters. Winding occurs with the smallest movements of the wrist, 
allowing the date and time to be displayed automatically. 
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The convenient date function on the ultra-thin neomatik date caliber in Orion Update models 
is easy to adjust in either direction. The date window, created specifically for this model, 
completes the sleek design. Domed sapphire glass above and below adds invisible strength 
to this fine NOMOS watch. The dial and case of Orion are curved, while the lugs are tailored 
to fit the wrist. 
 Now, the iconic timepiece is available in green and blue—two new highlights in the Update 
series. But neither the color nor the size of this hand-assembled timepiece could ever  
detract from its core appeal, which is precise, timeless elegance. Whether in silver white, 
midnight blue or olive gold, Orion is always an understated companion that brings subtle, 
everyday elegance to wearers and their wrists.  

Orion neomatik 41 date midnight blue and Orion neomatik 41 date olive gold will join
the NOMOS Update series in October, when they will be available in stores and online at 
nomos-glashuette.com.

If you have any further requests, such as additional information or an interview, just get 
in touch with us at your convenience. We are happy to help. 

Patricia Hellmuth 
NOMOS Glashütte   
PR department

patricia.hellmuth@glashuette.com 
+49 35053 404-481



CASE

stainless steel, tripartite

domed sapphire crystal

glass back

GLASS

domed sapphire crystal

glass with anti-reflective

coating

WINDING

automatic

DIMENSIONS

diameter 40.5 mm 

height 9.4 mm

WATER RESISTANCE

up to 5 atm

(suitable for showering)

DIAL

olive gold 

stamped indexes

date window at three

o'clock

HANDS

gold-plated

STRAP

Horween Genuine Shell

Cordovan black, remborde

lug width 20 mm

REFERENCE

364

CALIBER

DUW 6101—in-house built

NOMOS neomatik caliber

with automatic winding,

neomatik date mechanism,

and bidirectional quick

correction feature

MOVEMENT HEIGHT

3.6 mm

DIAMETER

15 ½ lines (35.2 mm)

POWER RESERVE

up to 42 hours

SPECIAL QUALITIES

NOMOS swing system

tempered blue balance

spring

NOMOS balance bridge,

fixed by screws on both

sides

stop-seconds mechanism

bidirectional winding rotor

with gold-plated

embossing

Glashütte three-quarter

plate

DUW regulation system

adjusted in six positions

27 jewels

tempered blue screws

rhodium-plated surfaces

with Glashütte ribbing and

NOMOS perlage

golden engravings

Data sheet
Orion neomatik 41 date olive gold

Status as of October 2018. We reserve the right to make technical changes.



CASE

stainless steel, tripartite

domed sapphire crystal

glass back

GLASS

domed sapphire crystal

glass with anti-reflective

coating

WINDING

automatic

DIMENSIONS

diameter 40.5 mm 

height 9.4 mm

WATER RESISTANCE

up to 5 atm

(suitable for showering)

DIAL

midnight blue

stamped indexes

date window at three

o'clock

HANDS

rhodium-plated

STRAP

Horween Genuine Shell

Cordovan black, remborde

lug width 20 mm

REFERENCE

363

CALIBER

DUW 6101—in-house built

NOMOS neomatik caliber

with automatic winding,

neomatik date mechanism,

and bidirectional quick

correction feature

MOVEMENT HEIGHT

3.6 mm

DIAMETER

15 ½ lines (35.2 mm)

POWER RESERVE

up to 42 hours

SPECIAL QUALITIES

NOMOS swing system

tempered blue balance

spring

NOMOS balance bridge,

fixed by screws on both

sides

stop-seconds mechanism

bidirectional winding rotor

with gold-plated

embossing

Glashütte three-quarter

plate

DUW regulation system

adjusted in six positions

27 jewels

tempered blue screws

rhodium-plated surfaces

with Glashütte ribbing and

NOMOS perlage

golden engravings

Data sheet
Orion neomatik 41 date midnight blue

Status as of October 2018. We reserve the right to make technical changes.
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